Abstract: Over several decades, improving the accuracy of Sea-Surface Temperatures (SSTs) derived from satellites has been a subject of intense research, and continues to be so. Knowledge of the accuracy of the SSTs is critical for weather and climate predictions, and many research and operational applications. In 2015, the operational Japanese MTSAT-2 geostationary satellite was replaced by the Himawari-8, which has a visible and infrared imager with higher spatial and temporal resolutions than its predecessor. In this study, data from both satellites during a three-month overlap period were compared with subsurface in situ temperature measurements from the Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) array and self-recording thermometers at the depths of corals of the Great Barrier Reef. Results show that in general the Himawari-8 provides more accurate SST measurements compared to those from MTSAT-2. At various locations, where in situ measurements were taken, the mean Himawari-8 SST error shows an improvement of~0.15 K. Sources of the differences between the satellite-derived SST and the in situ temperatures were related to wind speed and diurnal heating.
Introduction
Sea-surface temperature (SST) is a key variable for the study of the climate, weather, and ocean. The tropical western Pacific Ocean and eastern Indian Ocean, often referred to as the Tropical Warm Pool (TWP), have some of the highest SSTs (e.g., [1] ). High SSTs throughout the tropical belt lead to meridional convergence in the lower troposphere and convection producing the clouds of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) [2] which, being the ascending arm of the Hadley Cells to the north and south, is a driver of the large scale atmospheric circulation. As such, it is also a major part of the earth's hydrological cycle [3] . The bright cloud tops in the ITCZ also influence the regional planetary albedo and thus influence the radiative heat budget of the earth. The vertical atmospheric motion is driven by the high SSTs in the equatorial regions [4] . The SST is also an indicator of the upper ocean heat content that is closely connected to the generation and intensification of cyclones in the TWP [5, 6] . The cyclones frequently make landfall to the west, where damage and loss of life can be extreme (e.g., [7] ). Improved accuracy of SSTs is critical for better forecasts of such events.
A further aspect of high temperatures in the tropics is the risk to coral reefs, which are damaged by elevated temperatures both when occurring episodically, such as on diurnal time scales [8, 9] and over clouds obscure the surface in the infrared and thus prevent the derivation of SSTs, the rapid sampling by geostationary sensors increases the likelihood of determining SSTs at given locations as clouds pass. The accuracies of the satellite-derived SSTs will be established by comparisons with in situ measurements from the Triangle Trans-Ocean buoy Network (TRITON) moored buoys in the western part of the TAO array and from the GBR temperature loggers.
The paper is organized as follows: the next section introduces the data, beginning with the satellite retrieved SSTs and analysis methods, followed by a presentation of the results. A discussion of the results comes before the conclusions, which includes suggestions for further work.
Materials and Methods
Himawari-8, the first of a new generation of geostationary meteorology satellites of the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), began their operation on 7 July 2015. Himawari-8 replaced the MTSAT-2 (Multifunctional Transport Satellite-2, also referred to as Himawari-7). Though Himawari-8 became operational in July, MTSAT-2 continued operation until 4 December 2015 [34] . Himawari-8 is located at 140.7 • E above the equator while the MTSAT-2 is located at 145 • E above the equator. Himawari-8 carries the Advanced Himawari Imager (AHI), which has significant improvements in comparison to the imager onboard MTSAT-2. The AHI is capable of generating full disk images with a 10-min sampling frequency. The AHI has 16 spectral bands of which four are infrared (IR), λ = 8. 60, 10.45, 11.20 , and 12.35 µm [35, 36] , that are used for SST retrievals. These IR bands have a spatial resolution of 2 km at nadir. The temporal and spatial resolutions of Himawari-8 AHI are improved from those of the MTSAT-2 imager, which has only five spectral bands. Three of the five spectral bands used for IR SST retrievals include λ = 3.75, 10.8, and 12.0 µm [37] which have a 4 km spatial resolution and sampling intervals of 60 min [38, 39] . Table 1 summarizes the satellite characteristics. SST fields from both satellites are provided by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in GHRSST Level-2 Pre-processed format (L2P; [32] ). A recent study by Kramar et al. [40] found that Himawari-8 AHI SSTs derived using NOAA's Advanced Clear-sky Processor for Oceans (ACSPO; [41] ) show better accuracy than those produced by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA). Based on this result, the MTSAT-2 and Himawari-8 SSTs used here are those produced by the NOAA Office of Satellite Products and Operations (OSPO). The MTSAT-2 SSTs were derived using the long-established Non-Linear SST atmospheric correction algorithm [37] that uses measurements taken in the thermal infrared centered at λ = 10.8 and 12.0 µm: SST = a 0 + a 1 × T 11 + a 2 × (T 11 − T 12 ) × T sfc + a 3 × (T 11 − T 12 ) × (sec(θ) − 1)
where T n are brightness temperatures, in K, measured at n = rounded integer values of λ, θ is the satellite zenith angle and T sfc is a prior estimate of the surface temperature. Equation (1) can be used during both day and night. The coefficients are derived from a correlation analysis between the satellite brightness temperature measurements and coincident subsurface temperatures from buoys. The night-time algorithm, also due to Walton, Pichel, Sapper, and May [37] , includes measurements from a third channel centered at λ = 3.75 µm:
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The measurements in the mid-infrared atmospheric transmission window, T 3.7 , suffer from contamination from scattered and reflected solar radiation that occurs during the day, so these measurements can only be used at night. The metadata in the MTSAT-2 files indicate that the retrieved SSTs are a skin temperature.
The ACSPO SST atmospheric correction algorithm applied to Himawari-8 AHI uses measurements from four infrared bands, labeled 11, 13, 14, and 15 at central wavelengths, λ = 8. 60, 10.45, 11.20, and 12.35 µm [35,36] ; it takes the form [40] :
where here T sfc is an estimate of the surface temperature taken from the daily Canadian Meteorological Center (CMC) L4 SST analysis [42] . The coefficients a i are derived from regression analysis of collocated, contemporaneous brightness temperature measurements of the satellite radiometer with those of quality-controlled subsurface temperatures measured from drifting and moored buoys in the iQuam data set (in situ SST Quality Monitor; [43] ). Thus the Himawari-8 AHI SSTs are considered a "subskin" temperature [40] . Since Equation (3) does not use brightness temperature measurements in the mid-infrared atmospheric transmission window it can be used for both daytime and night-time SST retrievals. For successful retrieval of SST, the brightness temperatures have to be screened to remove all measurements that include a component of emission from clouds. The Himawari-8 AHI data were taken from ftp://ftp.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/pub/sod/sst/acspo_data/l2/ahi/. In this study, satellite SSTs were compared to multiple subsurface in situ temperature measurements. These in situ stations include seven TRITON moored buoys from the TAO array and seven self-recording thermometers attached to corals in the GBR ( Table 2 ). The accuracy of the near-surface thermometers on the TRITON buoys is 0.05 K [44] , and that of the GBR thermometers is better than ±0.1 K [11] . The TAO data used here were provided by NOAA/PMEL (Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory (https://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/drupal/disdel/) and in situ data from the GBR were provided by the Australian Institute of Marine Science (AIMS). SSTs derived from Himawari-8 are subskin SSTs, whereas the in situ measurements are at 1.5 m depth on the TRITON buoys of the TAO array (http://www.jamstec.go.jp/jamstec/TRITON/real_time/overview/po-t1), the depths of the thermometers on the GBR vary. The depths of the GBR thermometers are given below the lowest astronomical tide and thus the depths below the surface will depend on the state of the tide; typically the tidal amplitudes are 5 m for spring tides and 2 m for neap tides [45] . Three months (1 August 2015-31 October 2015) of data were compiled during a period when both satellites were operational. The selection of in situ stations (Table 2, Figure 1 ) required data to be available in this period. A 5 × 5 pixel box of data was extracted from both satellites' images around each in situ location. This was to ensure there would an adequate amount of satellite data of the best quality (quality flag 5). The best quality data were spatially averaged to give one satellite measurement for each in situ location for each comparison. The best quality data were spatially averaged to give one satellite measurement for each in situ location for each comparison. Himawari-8 AHI and the thermometers in the GBR had a temporal resolution of 10 min, but the measurements were not synchronized. Data from the GBR were linearly interpolated to match the times of the Himawari-8 data. MTSAT-2 and the TAO array had an hourly temporal resolution; data from the GBR and Himawari-8 were averaged to match this hourly temporal resolution; the averaging process is summarized in Table 3 . The temperature differences were calculated by subtracting the in situ subsurface temperature from the satellite SST. To facilitate an analysis of diurnal heating patterns, both satellite and in situ data were converted from coordinated universal time (UTC) to local time. When separating day and night data, the time interval was limited to 10 h of daylight and nighttime centered on local noon and midnight to avoid issues around dusk and dawn because of difficulties in cloud screening of MTSAT-2 SST data close to sunrise and sunset [46] . Table 3 . Sampling and averaging summary for generating matchups between satellite and in situ measurements.
GBR TAO

MTSAT-2 1 h sampling interval
In situ temperatures within the hour following the satellite SST measurement were averaged.
Hourly in situ temperatures were paired with corresponding hour of the satellite SST.
Himawari-8 AHI
min sampling interval
Although same sampling intervals, they were not synchronized. In situ temperatures were interpolated to satellite sample times.
Satellite SST samples that were within the hour of the in situ sample were averaged. Himawari-8 AHI and the thermometers in the GBR had a temporal resolution of 10 min, but the measurements were not synchronized. Data from the GBR were linearly interpolated to match the times of the Himawari-8 data. MTSAT-2 and the TAO array had an hourly temporal resolution; data from the GBR and Himawari-8 were averaged to match this hourly temporal resolution; the averaging process is summarized in Table 3 . The temperature differences were calculated by subtracting the in situ subsurface temperature from the satellite SST. To facilitate an analysis of diurnal heating patterns, both satellite and in situ data were converted from coordinated universal time (UTC) to local time. When separating day and night data, the time interval was limited to 10 h of daylight and nighttime centered on local noon and midnight to avoid issues around dusk and dawn because of difficulties in cloud screening of MTSAT-2 SST data close to sunrise and sunset [46] .
Wind speed is a critical parameter in determining the amplitude of diurnal heating and cooling [47] and in this study, wind speeds provided in the satellite files were used. The wind speeds are derived from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecast System (GFS) fields [48] and are representative of a value at 10 m height at 1 • spatial resolution and are produced every six hours. They are interpolated to the times and positions of the satellite-derived SST fields. 
GBR TAO
MTSAT-2 1 h sampling interval
Himawari-8 AHI 10 min sampling interval
Satellite SST samples that were within the hour of the in situ sample were averaged.
Results
The statistics of the differences between the satellite-derived SST and the in situ temperatures for each of the TAO and GBR stations are shown in Table 4 . The statistics of the differences between the satellite-derived SSTs for the Himawari-8 and MTSAT-2 for the entire data set used here are shown in Table 5 , and for day and night conditions at the two sets of in situ measurements in Table 6 . In general, the mean and median values of the differences are smaller for the Himawari-8 AHI SSTs compared to those of MTSAT-2, but there are exceptions. The standard deviations of the differences do not show the expected improvements in Himawari-8 AHI SSTs compared to those of MTSAT-2, especially at the GBR stations; these are shown graphically in Figure 2 as box-whisker plots. The central bar in the box indicates the median value, and the lower and upper borders of the box represent the first and third quartiles of the distribution of values; the extreme values of the whiskers are the minimum and maximum values, excluding outliers. Outliers were considered those to be beyond 1.5 times the upper and lower quartiles, and are not shown in this and other figures. Time series of temperatures measured by the satellites and in situ thermometers for a sample TAO station is shown in Figure 3 and for a sample GBR station in Figure 4 . Gaps in the satellitederived SSTs are where clouds have obscured the surface. At both stations, there is a marked diurnal heating signal in both the in situ sub-surface temperature measurements, and in the satellite-derived SST; this is seen in the times series of measurements at all stations. The days with the largest signals are those with high insolation and low wind speed. In the absence of significant wind-driven vertical mixing, the subsurface temperature signal characteristic of diurnal heating decays with depth [49] and this is revealed in the larger amplitudes of the diurnal temperature signals in the satellite-derived Time series of temperatures measured by the satellites and in situ thermometers for a sample TAO station is shown in Figure 3 and for a sample GBR station in Figure 4 . Gaps in the satellite-derived SSTs are where clouds have obscured the surface. At both stations, there is a marked diurnal heating signal in both the in situ sub-surface temperature measurements, and in the satellite-derived SST; this is Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 212 8 of 20 seen in the times series of measurements at all stations. The days with the largest signals are those with high insolation and low wind speed. In the absence of significant wind-driven vertical mixing, the subsurface temperature signal characteristic of diurnal heating decays with depth [49] and this is revealed in the larger amplitudes of the diurnal temperature signals in the satellite-derived SSTs than in the subsurface temperatures. What is also apparent in these time series is the better agreement between MTSAT-2 SSTs and the subsurface temperatures at night than those derived from Himawari-8, which shows colder SSTs at night. During the day, the Himawari-8 AHI SSTs are generally colder than those of MTSAT-2. The systematic day-night characteristics of the differences between the satellite-derived SSTs and the subsurface temperatures are shown in Figures 5 and 6 . The larger median differences, as shown by the bar in the boxes, and the length of the whiskers, between the satellite-derived SSTs and the subsurface temperatures during the day than during the night can be explained by the effects of diurnal heating introducing thermal gradients between the SSTs and the temperatures below.
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Discussion
The results presented in the previous section show discrepancies that can be explained by many different points of view. This section first introduces the main summary of the results, followed by an explanation of the errors and uncertainties. Since the results show generally smaller SST differences during night-time measurements for both satellites, the diurnal heating effect is an important aspect to investigate. In this discussion, we present data that indeed shows a diurnal signal, along with its effects on the SST differences, and the statistics. Although the diurnal heating effect is one perspective used to help explain discrepancies, other sources such as footprint size and calibration errors are mentioned.
The comparison between the satellite-derived SSTs and the subsurface temperatures show better agreement in the mean for the Himawari-8 AHI SSTs in the areas of both the western TAO array and GBR. For the SST derived from both MTSAT-2 and Himawari-8, results show that the variation within the SST differences decrease during the night. For night-time measurements, the Himawari-8 AHI 
The comparison between the satellite-derived SSTs and the subsurface temperatures show better agreement in the mean for the Himawari-8 AHI SSTs in the areas of both the western TAO array and GBR. For the SST derived from both MTSAT-2 and Himawari-8, results show that the variation within the SST differences decrease during the night. For night-time measurements, the Himawari-8 AHI SSTs show better agreement in the area of the western TAO array. Though the standard deviation of the temperature differences for the MTSAT-2 is smaller than the Himawari-8, the Himawari-8 AHI SSTs are in general more accurate at night. Overall, Himawari-8 shows a mean SST difference of 0.18 K for all stations, while MTSAT-2 shows a mean difference of 0.26 K. The most reduced discrepancy was 0.17 K at GBR Station 4 for the Himawari-8 AHI SSTs. Differences between the stations can be related to the proximity to land, and the depth of the in situ measurement.
The comparisons between SSTs derived from satellite data and in situ measurements are often interpreted as an assessment of the accuracy of the satellite SSTs, but this interpretation assumes the in situ measurements are perfect and accurate, and there are no contributions to the differences from the method of comparison itself [50] .
The terms "error" and "uncertainty" have distinct meanings. Error is the difference between a measured value and the true value (generally not known) and uncertainty is the dispersion, or spread, of a group of measurements of the same quantity. Thus, uncertainty is a quantification of the doubt about the measurement result [51, 52] . The nature of errors and uncertainties are often described as either systematic or random. Systematic errors and uncertainties can be reduced significantly, and possibly eliminated, through an understanding of their sources and by averaging multiple measurements. In contrast, those that are random cannot be eliminated, but can be reduced by repeating the same measurement, or by taking multiple measurements under the same conditions. Typically, the accuracy of a satellite-derived SST is expressed as a mean error, or bias, and a scatter, or standard deviation, but these are based on the assumption of a Gaussian distribution. In reality, the symmetry of a Gaussian distribution in studies such as this is rarely seen due to the effects of undetected clouds, which are nearly always colder than the underlying sea surface. This introduces a negative skewness to the distribution. The use of the median and robust standard deviation, which reduces the sensitivity to outliers in the distribution, has become a more accepted method of estimating the central value and dispersion of the differences between satellite-derived and in situ temperatures [53] [54] [55] .
The differences between satellite-derived SSTs and in situ temperature measurements, within acceptable spatial and temporal interval for coincidence [54, 56] are not simply an estimate of the accuracy of the satellite SST retrievals as, it is clear that there are multiple contributors to these temperature differences. Some of these contributors include inaccuracies in the in situ measurements and imperfections in the cloud screening algorithms. In addition, because of the finite intervals in space and time between the satellite and the in situ measurement, there is a contribution from the variability in the ocean temperature fields, e.g., [56] . Many of the contributors are independent of each other and can be summed in quadrature to determine the total uncertainty in the differences, which, when combined with the errors and uncertainties in the satellite radiometric measurements can provide the desired estimate of the accuracy for the satellite SST retrievals.
As stated above, the accuracy of the GBR thermometers is better than ±0.1 K and the measurements are recorded with a precision of 0.02 K [11] . The near-surface thermometers on the TRITON moored buoys is given as 0.05 K [44] . Thus, the accuracies of the in situ thermometer, while non-zero, are not likely to be the major cause of the discrepancies.
Given the Robust Standard Deviation (RSD) of the differences between the satellite-derived SSTs and the subsurface temperatures at each of the stations are less sensitive to outliers, these were expected to be smaller than the Standard Deviation, but there are several cases where this is not so. Examination of the histograms of differences revealed that stations where the RSD is larger resulted from distributions that are bimodal, or at least without a clear single peak. Those bimodal histograms may indicate a factor that if identified could be used to determine better estimates of the differences with in situ temperatures, and eventually to better estimates of the accuracies of the satellite-derived SSTs.
A possible cause of a bimodal distribution in the differences between satellite-derived SSTs and the subsurface temperatures is diurnal heating, and strong diurnal signals in the discrepancies of SST from both satellites are apparent as many stations. Figure 7 shows box-whisker plots of the discrepancies at TAO Station 3, which is quite typical of data from the TAO stations. The characteristics of the discrepancies with Himawari-8 SSTs are better behaved than the comparisons using MTSAT-2 SSTs, in that the pattern is less variable in the median, but the negative median error in the evening and early part of the night is unexpected. The negative median discrepancies in the Himawari-8 comparisons, are more pronounced at the GBR Station 4 (Figure 8 ).
Large temperature differences occurred when there were low wind speeds during the time of the highest insolation around local noon (Figures 9 and 10 ). This is related to the thermal stratification within the upper ocean. For wind speeds >6 ms −1 , the variation within the temperature differences decreased, approaching 0 K, presumably because higher wind speeds mix the upper part of the water column, decreasing the change in the temperature between the SST and the temperature at the depth of the in situ measurements. When the water is well mixed, the difference between measurements will be smaller; making the satellite derived SSTs closer to the in situ measurements and decreasing the discrepancies. SSTs were separated by day and night time to assess the effects of diurnal heating. For Himawari-8, the median temperature difference for each station is generally close to 0 K. The standard deviations in the discrepancies decreased for both satellites at all stations during the night compared to during the day. When comparing night-time differences for both satellites, there is a smaller variation seen within the MTSAT-2 for all in situ stations. Both satellites show better results when the diurnal heating effect is eliminated during the night-time samples and for wind speeds >6 ms −1 .
Additional uncertainties within the different mean discrepancies with in situ temperatures for each satellite could be related to the footprint sizes. Though a 5 × 5 pixel array from both satellites were used to compare with the in situ measurements, the differences in resolution causes the array to cover a different total area. The lower spatial resolution of the MTSAT-2 has higher probability of incorporating in situ errors when compared to the spatial resolution of Himawari-8.
Apart from the physical differences between satellite-measured SSTs and buoy measured temperatures at depth, in situ measurements have uncertainties that contribute to the differences. By considering the differences in temperatures measured by pairs of buoys at times of close approach, Emery et al. [57] concluded that the buoy temperatures have an uncertainty of 0.15 K. A subsequent analysis using three-way comparisons between two satellite-derived SSTs and temperatures from drifting buoys, a technique that allows an estimate of the uncertainty to be made for each data set, produced an estimate of the buoy temperature uncertainties of 0.23 K [58] . Other estimates of the uncertainties in temperatures measured from drifting buoys span the range of 0.12 K to 0.67 K [59] (Table 2) .
Generally, the in situ measurements are prescreened to remove or note low quality observations. It was previously found that moored buoys had lower measurement uncertainties, whereas drifting buoys and ships introduce more noise [59] . When comparing satellite measurements of SST to in situ measurements, not all of the discrepancies can be assigned to errors in the satellite retrievals. However, the contributions from sources other than the satellite retrieval error should be very similar for both MTSAT-2 and Himawari-8 comparisons with in situ measurements, so the differences in the discrepancies are an indication of the changes in error and uncertainties in the SSTs derived from each satellite.
The data showed that Himawari-8 had an average SST difference of 0.18 ± 0.53 K, with an average median of 0.16 K. The MTSAT-2 had an average SST difference of 0.26 ± 0.48 K, with an average median of 0.27 K. Overall, the Himawari-8 AHI SSTs had smaller discrepancies with the in situ temperatures by an average of 0.08 K. When analyzing only night-time measurements, in which the effects of diurnal heating in the upper ocean should be small, the SST differences had a smaller variation for both satellites at all in situ locations. At times of higher wind speeds, there were also smaller variations within the SST discrepancies.
The large variations in the SST discrepancies were likely related to diurnal thermal stratification that occurs when the water column is not being mixed. High insolation during the day and wind speeds <6 ms −1 are conducive to the formation of thermal stratification [33] . Areas with wind speeds <6 ms −1 cover about 30% of the global ocean surface [33] , but in areas of the TRITON moorings the fraction is much larger [60] ; the amplitude of diurnal variability of wind speed is generally <0.4 ms −1 [61] . Thus, in the area of the TRITON buoys of the TAO moorings, it is likely that the conditions for the generation of diurnal heating will be met. Thus, the results of this study are consistent with the comparisons being influenced by diurnal heating, leading to an increase in the magnitudes of the SST discrepancies during the day. The expected wind-speed dependence in the diurnal heating signal is apparent in the satellite-in situ temperatures, with smaller discrepancies being seen at higher wind speeds during the day; this is most apparent in Himawari-8 AHI SST comparisons with GBR temperatures (Figure 10) . However, distortion of temperature field in the upper ocean by TRITON buoys was found to cause temperature differences at a depth of 0.2 m below the water line on opposite sides of the TRITON buoy of up to 1 K in conditions of large diurnal heating, i.e., a diurnal heating amplitude of 2-3 K [62] . The effects of flow distortion around the buoys are strongly time dependent and thus contribute to the differences found here, but in a manner that is very difficult to quantify. comparisons being influenced by diurnal heating, leading to an increase in the magnitudes of the SST discrepancies during the day. The expected wind-speed dependence in the diurnal heating signal is apparent in the satellite-in situ temperatures, with smaller discrepancies being seen at higher wind speeds during the day; this is most apparent in Himawari-8 AHI SST comparisons with GBR temperatures (Figure 10 ). However, distortion of temperature field in the upper ocean by TRITON buoys was found to cause temperature differences at a depth of 0.2 m below the water line on opposite sides of the TRITON buoy of up to 1 K in conditions of large diurnal heating, i.e., a diurnal heating amplitude of 2-3 K [62] . The effects of flow distortion around the buoys are strongly time dependent and thus contribute to the differences found here, but in a manner that is very difficult to quantify. Inaccuracies in the calibration of the infrared measurements on both MTSAT-2 and Himawari-8 radiometers could lead to bias errors in the satellite-data as errors in the brightness temperatures propagate through the atmospheric correction algorithms. Similarly, brightness temperature errors could compromise the effectiveness of the cloud screening algorithms leading to classification errors allowing pixels with cloud contamination to be misidentified as cloud-free. The objective of the Global Space-based Inter-Calibration System (GSICS) program is to assess the calibration accuracy of thermal infrared (IR) channels of imaging radiometers on geostationary satellites [63] . The reference sensors are the hyperspectral Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometers (IASI) on the European polar-orbiting MetOp satellites [64] . The high resolution spectral measurements of IASI are convolved with the relative spectral response functions of the channels on the satellites on the geostationary satellites to allow comparison between the measurements [65] . Inaccuracies in the calibration of the infrared measurements on both MTSAT-2 and Himawari-8 radiometers could lead to bias errors in the satellite-data as errors in the brightness temperatures propagate through the atmospheric correction algorithms. Similarly, brightness temperature errors could compromise the effectiveness of the cloud screening algorithms leading to classification errors allowing pixels with cloud contamination to be misidentified as cloud-free. The objective of the Global Space-based Inter-Calibration System (GSICS) program is to assess the calibration accuracy of thermal infrared (IR) channels of imaging radiometers on geostationary satellites [63] . The reference sensors are the hyperspectral Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometers (IASI) on the European polar-orbiting MetOp satellites [64] . The high resolution spectral measurements of IASI are convolved with the relative spectral response functions of the channels on the satellites on the geostationary satellites to allow comparison between the measurements [65] .
GSICS comparisons of MTSAT-2 brightness temperatures and IASI spectral measurements indicate average differences of +0.08 K in the 10.8 µm channel and +0.10 K for the 12 µm channel, with small seasonal variations in the differences [65] . The seasonal fluctuations in the 3.8 µm channel differences are much more pronounced, reaching~+0.4K around the vernal equinox and somewhat smaller at the autumnal equinox; around the solstices the differences are close to zero [65] . MTSAT-2 is a three-axis stabilized satellite and there is evidence of larger errors about local midnight when the entrance aperture of the imager faces to the sun, and stray solar radiation appears to degrade the calibration of the MTSAT-2 infrared channels [66] . The behavior of these midnight errors are similar to those found for the infrared channels of the imager on the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES -11 and -12; [67] ). However, there is no significant evidence of this effect in our analysis.
Comparisons have been made between Himawari-8 AHI brightness temperatures and measurements of IASI on MetOp-A and MetOp-B, of the Atmospheric InfraRed Sounder (AIRS) on Aqua [68] and of the Cross-Track Infrared Sounder (CrIS) on the Suomi-NPP satellite [69] . Preliminary results indicate errors of <±0.1 K for the four bands used in the ACSPO atmospheric correction, Equation (3) [66] . However, the errors are positive for the measurements at 10.4 µm and 11.2 µm, but negative at 8.6 µm and at 12.4 µm. Thus, some of the brightness temperature difference terms in Equation (3) will have small effects on the retrieved temperatures, while those that combine the measurements with errors of opposite signs will make larger contributions. These calibration errors are based on analysis of only one month of data, from early in the Himawari-8 mission, and analysis of longer time series may lead to more confident estimates of the calibration errors. GSICS comparisons of MTSAT-2 brightness temperatures and IASI spectral measurements indicate average differences of +0.08 K in the 10.8 μm channel and +0.10 K for the 12 μm channel, with small seasonal variations in the differences [65] . The seasonal fluctuations in the 3.8 μm channel differences are much more pronounced, reaching ~+0.4K around the vernal equinox and somewhat smaller at the autumnal equinox; around the solstices the differences are close to zero [65] . MTSAT-2 is a three-axis stabilized satellite and there is evidence of larger errors about local midnight when the entrance aperture of the imager faces to the sun, and stray solar radiation appears to degrade the calibration of the MTSAT-2 infrared channels [66] . The behavior of these midnight errors are similar to those found for the infrared channels of the imager on the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES -11 and -12; [67] ). However, there is no significant evidence of this effect in our analysis.
Comparisons have been made between Himawari-8 AHI brightness temperatures and measurements of IASI on MetOp-A and MetOp-B, of the Atmospheric InfraRed Sounder (AIRS) on Aqua [68] and of the Cross-Track Infrared Sounder (CrIS) on the Suomi-NPP satellite [69] . Preliminary results indicate errors of <±0.1 K for the four bands used in the ACSPO atmospheric correction, Equation (3) [66] . However, the errors are positive for the measurements at 10.4 μm and 11.2 μm, but negative at 8.6 μm and at 12.4 μm. Thus, some of the brightness temperature difference terms in Equation (3) will have small effects on the retrieved temperatures, while those that combine the measurements with errors of opposite signs will make larger contributions. These calibration errors are based on analysis of only one month of data, from early in the Himawari-8 mission, and analysis of longer time series may lead to more confident estimates of the calibration errors. In a separate study comparing AHI observations and model simulations of brightness temperatures using radiative transfer simulations, Zou, Zhuge and Weng [35] found larger errors in some of the channels. These authors considered a wide geographic area over land as well as ocean, for satellite zenith angles up to 60°, and found a scene dependence of the bias errors, which may be indicative of an imperfect detector non-linearity correction in the calibration process [70] . But, Zou, Zhuge and Weng [35] acknowledge the imperfections in the radiative transfer models could have contributed to the larger estimates of the calibration errors.
Conclusions
This study was motivated by an interest to quantify the accuracies of SSTs in the tropical western Pacific Ocean derived from the AHI on Himawari-8, in particular how the SSTs derived from the new sensor have improved compared to those of the heritage sensor on MTSAT-2. The study was facilitated by a period of concurrent operation of both satellites. A particular application of the Himawari-8 AHI SSTs is the contribution they can make to monitoring and studying the health of the corals of the Great Barrier Reef, especially in conditions applying thermal stress to the corals, possibly leading to bleaching and mortality. Earlier work [31] had shown how well SSTs derived from a number of satellite infrared radiometers can represent the temperatures at the depths of the In a separate study comparing AHI observations and model simulations of brightness temperatures using radiative transfer simulations, Zou, Zhuge and Weng [35] found larger errors in some of the channels. These authors considered a wide geographic area over land as well as ocean, for satellite zenith angles up to 60 • , and found a scene dependence of the bias errors, which may be indicative of an imperfect detector non-linearity correction in the calibration process [70] . But, Zou, Zhuge and Weng [35] acknowledge the imperfections in the radiative transfer models could have contributed to the larger estimates of the calibration errors.
This study was motivated by an interest to quantify the accuracies of SSTs in the tropical western Pacific Ocean derived from the AHI on Himawari-8, in particular how the SSTs derived from the new sensor have improved compared to those of the heritage sensor on MTSAT-2. The study was facilitated by a period of concurrent operation of both satellites. A particular application of the Himawari-8 AHI SSTs is the contribution they can make to monitoring and studying the health of the corals of the Great Barrier Reef, especially in conditions applying thermal stress to the corals, possibly leading to bleaching and mortality. Earlier work [31] had shown how well SSTs derived from a number of satellite infrared radiometers can represent the temperatures at the depths of the corals, and demonstrated the benefit of SSTs derived from geostationary satellites not only to better resolve the diurnal heating and cooling, but also to reduce obscuration by clouds. Based on the better spectral, temporal, and spatial resolution of the AHI, it was expected to show improved SST accuracy when compared with in situ measurements.
Based on the results of Kramar, Ignatov, Petrenko, Kihai, and Dash [40] we selected AHI SSTs derived using the NOAA ASCPO cloud screening and atmospheric algorithms, and the comparable MTSAT-2 SST data produced by NOAA. Comparison of SSTs from both satellites with subsurface temperatures from thermometers on the TRITON buoys of the TAO moorings and on the Great Barrier Reef, showed the Himawari-8 AHI produces SSTs that agree better with the in situ measurements, but the improvement is relatively modest. The Himawari-8 AHI SSTs appear better, in a qualitative sense, but the quantitative improvements were less pronounced when gross statistics are considered. However, the representation of diurnal variability in the Himawari-8 AHI SSTs is more physical than those in the SSTs from MTSAT-2. In addition to the expected regional bias errors inherent in atmospheric correction algorithms derived for application over larger geographic areas [71] , there is evidence in the literature of on-board calibration issues that lead to inaccuracies in the Himawari-8 AHI brightness temperatures that no doubt contribute to the discrepancies reported here.
As more experience is gained with the Himawari-8 AHI data, corrections for the calibration problems will no doubt be found and we can expect improved accuracies in the AHI SSTs; this will benefit many scientific studies in this area. The Himawari-8 AHI SSTs will lead to better forecasts of typhoon activity off Japan's coast, helping protect the land and its people. In the Great Barrier Reef area, more accurate SSTs will lead to better monitoring the changing ocean temperatures that have harmful effects on the surrounding coral and ecosystems [11] .
